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Evolution of Kharkov concert life in XIX century
XIX century turned to be significant for formation of concert life of Kharkov;
that was caused by variety of stimulus among which was the opening of the
University (1804),1 short functioning of the first branch of the Imperial
Russian Music Society (IRMS, 1864–1866) and socially-educational activity
of Ilya Slatin (1845–1931), the head of a new branch of the IRMS (1871–
1918).
The evolution of concert life of the Ukrainian city passed a long and
fruitful way during the specified historical period – from salon playing music
to regular chamber and symphonic evenings of the IRMS branch. One of
the heads of the first IRMS branch L. Pavlovich wrote:
Which of old resident music lovers does not remember quartets at
Benois, a warm and friendly welcome at Yekaterina Aleksandrovna
Zvereva’s place, who was a rather talented music lover with excellent
taste; who does not remember pleasant evenings on Mondays at prince
Nikolay Borisovich Golitsyn’s place, known in Russia for his talent
and extreme passion to music? (I do not even mention those intimate
evenings at place of true fans and artists which were not accessible to
most people, for example, at Sackmeyer’s, von der Flass’, Pollack’s,
Pachmann’s, Dmitriev’s and Serdyukov’s place).2
Hence, in Kharkov there was a rather solid network of musical culture cen-
tres – salons, societies, though not accessible to the mass listener. At the
same time they carried out an extremely useful function supporting and
cultivating interest to musical performing art in the society. Invitations
of touring artists to nobility houses as well as performances of educated
admirers of musical art at university concerts were not rare.3
1In 1804 there was a decree about the organisation of Kharkov University, but the
opening of high school for students took place in January 1805.
2The note read by L. Pavlovich at the meeting of the musical society on 30 March, in:
The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1866, 20 April.
3See about it: O. Kononova, “Under the aegis of the University: Music culture of
Kharkov of the first half of XIX century”, in: Musik – Stadt. Traditionen und Perspek-
tiven urbaner Musikkulturen, vol. 1: Traditionen städtischer Musikgeschichte in Mittel-
und Osteuropa, ed. by Helmut Loos, Leipzig 2011, p. 333–342.
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The first open concert which was described in detail in Kharkov period-
ical press dates from 1816.4 What is at issue is a charitable evening or-
ganised by a well-known Ukrainian writer Hryhoriy Kvitka-Osnovyanenko
(1778–1843); that became an original test for local admirers of high art, who
wanted to make musical life of the city active. It was not an ordinary under-
taking: holding a pay concert at the time when there was still an opinion
on inadmissibility of performances “for money” of male representatives, and
especially – female representatives of the upper class. Educated amateurs
thereby laid a way from house and aristocratic salons to public concerts. Re-
quirements to performers increased accordingly. The salon, which united, as
a rule, people holding the same views, formed criteria of artistic evaluation,
which were to be tested by the audience. Judging by the review published
on pages of “the Ukrainian bulletin”, the amateur pianist who performed in
the mentioned concert together with such well-known musicians in the city,
as Ivan Vitkovsky (1777–1844) and Oleksandr Schumann (chemistry profes-
sor of the University and compositor of the first Kharkov opera The Funny
Castle 1811), showed rather high performing level and it inspired optimism.
Instrumental art cultivated in Kharkov salons, certainly, promoted for-
mation of public artistic taste. Really selfless activity of Nikolay Golitsyn
(1850–1925) in the city was certain acknowledgement to that. The author
of the book about Ludwig van Beethoven Wilhelm von Lenz wrote:
In Kharkov [. . .] prince Nikolay Golitsyn assembled round himself
a quartet and an orchestra for many years; three last quartets and
the overture op. 124 are dedicated to him [L. van Beethoven]. The
prince took part in charitable concerts more than 400 times, playing
the instrument [violoncello].5
Mikhail Glinka highly appreciated Golitsyn’s talent, and the researcher of
violoncello arts L. Ginzburg neatly characterised the prince as the amateur
musician by his position in the world of art and as one of the best violon-
cellists of his time by performing style and skill. Golitsyn managed to unite
round himself amateurs and guest artists (the pianist Apolinary Kątski, the
soprano Henriette Nissen-Saloman, the violinist Teresa Otava, etc.), per-
forming with them in joint concerts. The prince quite often participated
in university evenings, attracting public with his own name. Golitsyn’s
4J.M. Miklashevskiy, Music and theatre culture of Kharkov in late XVIII – the first
part of XIX cent., Kharkov (Scientific thought) 1967, 159 p.
5L. Ginzburg, The history of cello arts, Moscow (Muzgiz) 1957. Book 2, p. 254.
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wide repertoire included compositions of Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Franz Schubert and other outstanding composers. Being sincere ad-
mirer of Beethoven’s heritage, the violoncellist was his active propagandist.
Trios and quartets of the Viennese classic, performed with the participation
of Golitsyn, are mentioned in Kharkov periodical press. He also interpreted
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s quartet, arrangement of one of Dmitriy Bort-
nyansky’s (1751–1825) choral pieces. At the same time this serious musician
also offered the audience fashionable for that time fantasias, variations on
themes of popular operas; that obviously speaks of requirements of the pub-
lic. However, educational and art value of Golitsyn’s performing activity
is obvious, as well as its certain orientability on widening of the circle of
listeners of chamber music. Kharkovites owe a lot to this outstanding per-
son, who set an example of selfless service to the art to people around him,
stimulating them to visit public concerts regularly.
Home concerts, student’s charitable concerts popular in the first half of
XIX century and frequent arrivals of touring artists became fruitful soil
where musical talents of Kharkov were brought up. Habitués of art salons
and visitors of open musical evenings got the experience of the listener,
which helped them in proper time to notice and to promote everything new
and unusual in musical art no matter if this phenomenon had already been
recognised in Russian capitals or abroad. Thus, Kharkov public at that time
had rather developed aesthetic taste and independence of critical appraisal.
Therefore no wonder that a number of names known in music world were
closely connected with Kharkov. In 1830s a young pianist Julia Grinberg
[Grünberg] (1827–1904), who with the lapse of time was named “Russian
Clara Wieck”, attracted attention. She began musical career as a wun-
derkind and before her brilliant tours in Moscow and Petersburg received
an artistic christening in Ukraine – in Kharkov and Odessa.6 Even before
taking lessons from Adolph Henselt and her departure abroad J. Grinberg
showed a rare performing maturity: “It seemed that [. . .] Meyer [Charles
Mayer], Genzelt [Adolph Henselt] and Talberg [Sigismund Thalberg] them-
selves sat down at the instrument in turn”, – was marked in the press.7
It was written about the eleven-year-old pianist’s performance in Kharkov
where she lived and received her first professional skills. This fact is the elo-
quent characteristic of both conditions of musical pedagogics and criteria of
6V. Muzalevskiy, Russian piano art, Leningrad (Muzgiz) 1961, p. 282.
7A. Alexeyev, Russian pianists, Moscow/Leningrad (Muzgiz) 1948, issue 2, p. 57.
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aesthetic assessment of local reviewers. Glinka heard J. Grinberg ten years
later in Warsaw and mentioned the talented performer in his “Notes”8. It
is significant that the Kharkov pianist appeared among few musicians who
acquainted foreign public with the Russian performing art. “Everything
goes gradually upwards, everything improves, and its high time for Mr. and
Mrs. foreigners to be convinced that we are not Scythians”, – the critic
stressed in the Petersburg review of 1845 of J. Grinberg’s concert, calling
her “precious acquisition” for musical Russia.9
Piano concerts became very popular in Kharkov, and accordingly very
influential in the audience formation and development of aesthetic taste of
public. In the given context it is necessary to recollect also the name of
the pianist whose talent and skill, certainly, promoted perfection of artis-
tic needs of public. This is Timofey Shpakovskiy (1829–1861), well-known
to prereform Russia. He began the career of a pianist almost simultane-
ously with J. Grinberg. Having got primary music education in Ukraine,
Shpakovskiy continued it, as was customary, in Western Europe. There
he took lessons from Mendelssohn Bartholdy; considerable influence on his
artistic formation was made by Franz Liszt’s piano art. Shpakovskiy’s Euro-
pean concerts collected considerable for those times press. For example, the
Viennese review of the Ukrainian pianist’s performance of Beethoven’s Con-
certo № 3, reprinted by the “Kursk provincial news” (1852), characterises
the actor as talented interpreter of masterpieces of world art.
Shpakovsky has revealed [. . .] deep understanding of classical music,
– it was underlined in the review, – he showed not only true and
exact performance, but also [. . .] entered into the spirit of the play
and clearly, expressively and poetically rendered the idea developed
in it.10
After one of concerts in Moscow Shpakovskiy received an enthusiastic re-
sponse: “What a depth and power of thought, freshness and warmth of
feelings, accuracy of the performance, giving each sound due expressiveness
in the smallest details”.11 A review published in Kharkov periodical press
has also something in common with the above-mentioned characteristic of
8M. I. Glinka. Notes, prepeared by A. S. Rozanov, Moscow (Music) 1988, p. 133.
9Alexeyev, Russian pianists, see note 7, p. 58.
10M. A. Ovchinnikov, Piano performing art and Russian musical criticism of XIX cen-
tury: Research, Moscow (Music) 1987, p. 98.
11Muzalevskiy, Russian piano art, see note 6, p. 284.
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Shpakovskiy’s skill: “Deep feeling, energy, grandness and at the same time
tenderness, grace – all is perfection”.12 Having finally settled in Kharkov in
1850s, the pianist infused new blood into musical life of the city, showing
at concerts original professionalism, really European level. He propagan-
dised classical and romantic repertoire, acquainted listeners with his own
compositions which had a good press.
In 1850–1860s in Kharkov lived and worked a mature piano teacher, a
famous pianist Nikolay Dmitriev (1829–1893).13 His wonderful performing
talent, noted in due time by Hector Berlioz, was revealed not only in solo,
but also in ensemble programs. His pupil, a future classic of Ukrainian
musical art Nikolay Lysenko (1842–1912), who lived at one time in Kharkov,
repeatedly took part in Dmitriev’s home musical evenings.
At this time, in 1860, one more pianist of the city – Paul de Schlözer
(1841/42–1898), the graduate of Kharkov University, who continued profes-
sional music education in Germany under the direction of Theodor Kullak,
Siegfried Dehn and Liszt, started up active concert and public work. As
it was reported in the press, he “[. . .] actively applied for the establish-
ment of [the Musical] Society in our city” and was considered as one of the
most talented performers in the city.14 For two years of existence of the
first branch of the IRMS the pianist gave “[. . .] several wonderful concerts,
and there was almost no other concerts where he would not have partici-
pated”.15 P. de Schlözer interpreted works of Beethoven, Fryderyk Chopin,
Liszt, Robert Schumann, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, etc. The artist often per-
formed as a member of instrumental ensembles with local musicians, took
part in concerts of guest performers, for example, of an outstanding Czech
violinist Ferdinand Laub.
Kharkov periodical press of that time was not so generous on detailed re-
views. Nevertheless, separate statements concerning de Schlözer’s perform-
ing activity, which filtered on pages of newspapers, enable to give rather
high assessment of the contribution made by him into musical life of the
city. “Thanks to his [de Schlözer’s] artistic eagerness and fine talents, – it
was underlined in the press, – we have already heard many piano compo-
12The Kharkov provincial gazette. 1859, № 7, Addition.
13Nikolay Dmitriev was trained by Alexander Villoing together with Nikolay Rubinshtein.




sitions perfectly performed by him”. P. de Schlözer was characterised as
“the best of our [Kharkov] pianists”.16 His professional work was highly
appreciated at Warsaw Musical Institute and Moscow Conservatory where
he later taught. The Kharkov period of de Schlözer’s life, certainly, became
the important stage of his creative development.
1850–1860 in general were extremely productive for formation of musical
tastes of chamber music admirers; a review published in the local newspaper
evidences it. The author urged the audience to be more conscious towards
compositions performed at concerts: “Intelligence as a result of the analysis
[. . .] increases enjoyment, cleanses, educating and leaving only truly high
things, which alone makes art and the artist”.17 The critic advised listeners
to analyze merits and demerits of concert performances of artists that would
become stimulus for the development of music and, in particular, piano art.
The appearance of such serious publication is a rather important fact, as if
summarising all previous activity of musicians-educators in Kharkov. Their
selfless devotion to art made not only for the raise of cultural level of public,
but also for the formation of high-grade structure of the city musical life. In
other words, concert life needed understanding – appearance of analytical
articles, detailed reviews which were written by thoughtful, educated critics
and which in their turn could influence aesthetic tastes of public, educate
it.
In the next few years musical life of the city was also marked with educa-
tional tendencies. That was possible to large extent due to the concerts of
Kharkov musicians who not very often performed here, however every time
they showed artistic growth, considerable expansion of the repertoire. It
concerns, mainly, those of them who got professional education abroad, and
then periodically gave concerts in Kharkov. Listening to fellow countrymen
at different stages of their performing formation, public could be convinced,
first, of merits and demerits of music education in the native city, and sec-
ondly, – to get acquainted with creative work of western composers more
widely.
Thus, life and work of Joseph Rubinstein is also connected with Kharkov
(1847–1884) for he received here primary music education. This outstanding
musician is of interest to us not only because he had attracted Richard Wag-
ner’s attention, but also because of professional dynamics of his perfor-
16Ibid.
17P. Tsertelev, “After concert”, in: The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1854, 6 March.
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mances in Kharkov, that was reflected in the press. J. Rubinstein’s concerts
refer to the transition period of musical life of the city – to functioning of
the first Kharkov branch of the IRMS and beginning of the activity of the
second branch, founded by Ilya Slatin.
J. Rubinstein’s debut in Kharkov, judging by publications in the local
press, took place in 1865. In the “Report” of the first Kharkov branch
of the IRMS from 1864–1865 his name was mentioned several times. The
pianist performed, mainly, works of western romantic music: Schumann’s
Symphonic etudes, Carl Maria von Weber’s Sonata in C major, Chopin and
A. Rubinshtein’s compositions. J. Rubinstein gave special preference to
Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s music – his programs included a piano Quartet in
B minor, Concerto g-moll for piano and orchestra, and pieces of small forms.
The actor did not change his repertoire preferences, repeatedly performing
at chamber and symphonic meetings.18
Interesting enough is the review of a chamber concert with J. Rubinstein’s
participation where it was mentioned: “J. Rubinstein already several times
leaves Kharkov with artistic purposes, and every time comes back as a
more and more advanced artist”.19 The specific feature of the latest foreign
“training” was that the musician “[. . .] used a guide of the piano genius –
Liszt and Wagner, the well-known creator of musical future”, – not without
pride was reported in Kharkov press.20
Stay in Bayreuth, undoubtedly, promoted display of J. Rubinstein’s mu-
sical talent. The reviewer mentioned: “This time he was a more mature
master, than ever. His playing has gained new force, confidence and [. . .]
courage, qualities with the absence of which we had to reproach him the
previous time”. The romantic repertoire still attracted him as an artist.
However, now this music in his interpretation captivated listeners much
more than ever. Schumann’s quartet in E-flat major, which sounded at the
concert, fascinated the audience in many respects thanks to the inspired
playing of the pianist. “A Schumann’s ardour and enthusiasm, his occa-
sional mystery and vagueness, – the critic wrote, – was perfectly embodied
by performers with talented assistance of Rubinstein”.21
18I. Ginzburg, “Mestnye of news”, in: The Kharkov provincial sheets, 1874, on February,
16th.




It is significant that among participants of the instrumental ensemble
there was a well-known violinist who taught at that time in Kharkov branch
of the IRMS – Vasiliy Salin (1843–1907). On graduating from St.-Petersburg
Conservatory, the class of Henryk Wieniawski, he was noted by Grand
Duchess Elena Pavlovna, who presented him with a violin. Salin was notable
for bright talent and became an outstanding public figure in the artistic sky.
To play with him in the ensemble and to receive thus a favourable critical
review is beyond powers of a musician not less talented than Salin himself.
J. Rubinstein at this evening performed solo compositions too, in par-
ticular, the Ballad in A-flat major by Chopin. Interesting is the fact of
mentioning by the reviewer of other artists’ names, in whose interpretation
Chopin’s Ballad sounded in Kharkov – Anton Rubinshtein and Carl Tausig.
“Each of them performed this ballad very characteristically and originally”, –
the critic marked, underlining further that the treatment of Kharkov pianist
also was not without originality.22
It is easy to notice aspiration of the author of the article to enter J. Rubin-
stein’s name into an orbit of touring artists. Probably, there were already
many reasons to that – both serious, and purely external. The latter include
admitting to the program of the concert of the Waltz-Caprice by Johann
Strauß in the arrangement of Carl Tausig – Anton Rubinshtein. It invol-
untarily occurs that the pianist made a brilliant display of his skill in the
impressive piece in order to be liked by general public.
At the same time in the review there were mentioned some performing
errors of J. Rubinstein. The reviewer was not satisfied with tempo of the
beginning of the Ballad, which appeared “[. . .] slower than specified by
Chopin”. The final did not sound vividly enough. Nevertheless, the general
positive impression of the performance did not suffer. Beyond any doubts,
J. Rubinstein’s participation in chamber meeting of Kharkov branch of the
IRMS (1874) became the convincing proof of the approach of a qualitatively
new stage in the artistic evolution of the musician that was finely noticed
by fellow countrymen.
Last ten years of J. Rubinstein’s life, as it is known, have been closely
connected with Wagner and his creativity. The pianist constantly played
music in the house of the composer, arranged his operas, fulfilled duties of
the leader-director at Bayreuth theatre. Both in life and in death J. Rubin-
stein remained unseparable with the idol. Being unable to outlive Richard
22I. Ginzburg, “Local bulletin”, in: The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1874, 16 February.
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Wagner’s death, the musician went to his accounts and at behest of Cosima
Wagner was buried in Bayreuth.
Thus, activity of Kharkov performers considerably enriched the local
concert poster, made musical life of the city more active. Having concen-
trated our attention on playing chamber music, we stopped at the brightest
concerts and performers who contributed to the popularity of this genre.
The number of its admirers increased and the public oriented to chamber
evenings was formed. Crucial was ‘going’ of playing chamber music out
of salons – into concert halls, that became possible thanks to appreciable
growth of performing culture in Kharkov of the first half of XIX century.
Expansion of the repertoire of Kharkov musicians in proportion to improve-
ment of their professionalism, as well as recognition of high performing level
of some of them outside Ukraine served as acknowledgement of that. All
this positively characterises the condition of musical culture of the city.
At the same time the concert life of Kharkov nevertheless passed sponta-
neously. Arrivals of touring actors were sporadic. Public performances of
local musicians were in direct dependence on their personal plans and cre-
ative aspirations. Performances of symphonic and oratorio programs which
sounded in Kharkov more often, than in other Ukrainian cities in the first
half of XIX century, have lost subsequently the regularity.
Musical life required, first of all, the organizational centre for coordination
and management of concert practice on a city scale. This function was
undertaken by the first branch of the IRMS. We will remind, in particular,
that giving concerts by J. Rubinstein in Kharkov occurred on the turn of
old and new musical epochs – when the branch of the IRMS was formed.
And though the pianist was a member of neither the first, nor the second
branches, he was invited to take part in musical meetings of the Society. This
is one of the examples, indicating the wish of heads of new organisations,
not yet recognised by many people, to consolidate artistic forces of the city
that was necessary for the development of concert activity as a whole. Not
only IRMS members and the admirers of musical art who were not a part
of the Society, but also guest performers were more often enlisted to public
performances.
In the report of one of the directors of the first IRMS branch the revival
that was introduced into musical life of the city was noted:
It is a long time since in Kharkov, as well as in any other educated
city, the aspiration of music admirers to join one circle was shown,
– the speaker underlined, listing further all local art salons. – We
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sometimes had an opportunity to hear very successful concerts of
classical music. [. . .] These big concerts required a lot of work and
expenses. It took whole months to prepare them, and it was not a
mere chance that they were rare.23
Two year existence of the first IRMS branch gave a new stimulus to musical
life of Kharkov. Members of the Society and amateurs gave 24 concerts of
symphonic and chamber music. Kharkovites personally could be convinced
that there was a professional organisation of the musicians, who decided to
arrange regular concert activity in the city. At the same time there were set
tasks on formation of the audience with rather serious art demands.
The attitude of IRMS administration to this question had already been
clearly formulated in L. Pavlovich’s “Note . . .” quoted by us – he parried
reproaches of the opponents, opposing academic line in repertoire policy of
the Society:
There are people who believe that the purpose of Russian musical
society is in amusing public, and that [. . .] all their efforts should
be directed to involving as much as possible public in concerts, ad-
justing to the taste of the majority. Such a viewpoint is completely
erroneous.24
Activity of the IRMS branch in Kharkov was defined by need of the educated
part of the population in the development of musical art. It was no difficulty
to find in the city 200 regular attendees of concerts of the Society who within
two years provided its existence, involved necessary number of performers
to take part in concerts. The certain attention to the new undertaking was
paid by the press which has preserved for us a number of IRMS programs.
Here is one of them dating from the season of 1864/65:
1. Carl Maria von Weber – overture to his opera Der Freischütz
2. Anton Rubinshtein (word of Mikhail Lermontov) – cantata Rusalka
(“Mermaid”, for contralto with female chorus)
3. Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy – Adagio of the quartet
4. Gaetano Donizetti – Aria from opera La favorita
23The note read by L. Pavlovich at the meeting of the musical society on 30 March, in:
The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1866, 20 April.
24Ibid.
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5. Fantasia for two violins on motives from Giacomo Meyerbeer’s opera
Les Huguenots
6. Ludwig van Beethoven – Egmont Overture
Let’s compare the above-given program with the one that sounded in 1825
at the charity party organised by Johann Adam Bartsitskiy (died 1843):25
1. Luigi Cherubini – Anakreon Overture
2. Henri Montan Berton – Stephanie’s aria from opera Montano et Sté-
phanie
3. Jan Ladislav Dusik – Concerto for two pianos and orchestra
4. Johann Nepomuk Hummel – Grand Concerto for piano and orchestra
in B minor
5. Gioachino Rossini – Aria (Bass) from opera La gazza ladra (“The
Thieving Magpie”)
6. Rodolphe Kreutzer – Concerto for two violins and orchestra
7. Johann Nepomuk Hummel – Septet
8. Vorbringer – Potpourri for a six-string guitar (performed by the au-
thor)
9. Franz Schoberlechner – Variations for a piano with an orchestra
10. Finale (? – E.K.)
The diversity of both programs attracts attention. Absence of strict gra-
dation of genres of public concerts was the characteristic phenomenon of
XIX century art life for a long time. In the first decades no one would have
surprised at inclusion between oratorio parts, for example, of instrumental
concerts. Further the alternation of symphonic and chamber music at one
evening became usual.
The first IRMS branch never had time to cope with the problem of genre
and stylistic mosaicity of concert programs (to a lesser degree it concerns
25The program is cited according to the monography of Miklashevsky, Music, see note
4, p. 128.
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clavierbands). In the programs mentioned above concessions to tastes of
public are obviously found. For example, in 1825 to please undemanding
listeners the potpourri for a six-string guitar was performed, and in 1864
– fantasia for two violins on motives of Meyerbeer’s opera Les Huguenots
which preceded Beethoven’s overture Egmont.
And still, though the functioning of the first branch of the IRMS was short
and therefore not so effective as connoisseurs of high art would have liked
that to be, its activity became an original touchstone in the organisation
of concert practice of Kharkov. Its blossoming took place during other
period – on the turn of XIX–XX centuries, when Slatin’s branch of the
IRMS (1871–1918) existed. Ilya Slatin continued musical enlightenment,
having considered errors of predecessors. Closing of the first IRMS resulted
in fading of cultural life of the city: “This season good concerts became
absolutely rare in our city”, – it was stated in the press, however at the
same time it was stressed that “[. . .] the need for good music [. . .] has not
died away”.26
In order to comprehend the whole depth of the processes occurring in 1860
– the very beginning of 1870s in musical culture of Kharkov, it is necessary to
recollect the basic historical events against which they developed, and, first
of all, abolition of serfdom; that was reflected in democratisation of public
sights and accordingly in artistic tastes. It was to certain extent one of the
reasons for accusation of IRMS management in ignoring of “the national
element”, as opponents wrote, that is in absence of folk music in programs
of the Society.
This question was a consequence of deep reasons more than the result of
misunderstanding by the public of the purposes and problems of the IRMS.
Comprehension of culture and art occurred at that period in a certain his-
torical context – orientation to people became priority in all spheres of life of
the society. Actually, the effort to attract to art those, who could not go to
the salons, societies and university evenings, testified to the democratisation
of musical life. If in the first decades of XIX century peasants of Kharkov re-
gion, as it was already marked, were actively engaged in musical-performing
activity, then in post-reform period natives of this social environment be-
came potential audience. The lifestyle of not only peasants who were filling
up city suburbs, but also of noblemen who were not able henceforth to keep
26L. Pavlovich, “Concert of Ferdinand Laub”, in: The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1867,
25 January.
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in their estates own chapels and orchestras varied sharply. Character of
musical life essentially changed.
The oratorial line in concert practice of Kharkov in the first half of XIX
century was caused, as it was mentioned earlier, by penetration of European
professional musical art into the genres optimum for local performers and
listeners. At the same time a considerable number of oratorial performances
were shown in favour of Catholic and Lutheran churches, on the initiative of
parishioners – foreign musicians. In conditions of disintegration of the serf
system of Russia of that time it would have been at least naive to hope to
interest a democratic audience in primary performance of western oratorial
and symphonic music. Gradually in Kharkov repertory policy began to vary
under the influence of activity of young (second) branch of the IRMS.
New public aspired to find the response to their aesthetic needs, showing
the increasing interest to creativity of domestic authors and folklore (that
accounts for the occurrence of Russian, Ukrainian national choirs, consid-
erable popularity of choral courses, classes – the most accessible for gifted
but not educated pupils). Co-ordinating role in such a difficult process of
formation of qualitatively new level of artistic life of the city was played
by professional musicians – both local, and visitors – the first graduates
of Russian conservatories, and also foreigners, who for the long time filled
vacant places both in educational institutions, and on a concert platform.
Among stimulating motives of the general public’s dialogue with the art
we should note also its desire to join civilised forms of the city musical life,
to open the sphere of art activity inaccessible before, to try to reach spiritual
and psychological balance in the changed world by means of art. At times
the public lacked elementary erudition, musical culture for satisfaction of
their own aesthetic needs. Only musically educated part of the population
– the people who had already made music their trade – could help with this
difficult business, aspiring to transformation of the potential audience in
real and stable one.
In this connection a special function of the press – an educational one –
became urgent. Henceforth the laconic concert information, subjective and
often amateurish judgement of the reviewer, who was guided, mainly, by per-
sonal modest experience, unreasonable dithyrambs to local musicians and
rare critical remarks (for example, shy protests against thoughtless reper-
toire of guest performers), did not answer the spirit of the age. The press
was expected to work regularly at coverage of concert activity in the city,
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to make an authoritative influence on the development of aesthetic tastes of
readers and audience, first of all, not of noble birth, and other public.
The attitude to public concerts, to the very process of music perception,
which often changed in Kharkov society, gradually found its reflection in
the change of the policy of the local periodical press. Here are only some
examples. Having recollected a mentioned in the edition “Musical season”
episode from secular life of London about one female listener who confessed
to the performer that it was nice to chatter to his music, a Kharkov publicist
remarked: “I recollected this case in local concerts several times, observing,
as listeners were whispering during the performance of the most interesting
numbers of the program”.27 Comparing provincial audience, in particular,
with Moscow one, the author further emphasized: “[. . .] the majority is
silent not because they understand music better than Kharkov listeners,
but because it is there rule not to speak at concerts. Sometime, I thought,
this artistic decency would also take root here”.28 In the reviewer’s opinion
it was the activity of the IRMS that contributed to the education of Moscow
public. However in Kharkov too changes of this sort were about to happen,
ascertained the author: “I was very surprised at the concert in Laub, notic-
ing the silence reigning in the hall”.29 An other article published in the
same newspaper “The Kharkov provincial gazette”, the author as if finished
drawing the ‘portrait’ of Kharkov public on the eve of the opening of Slatin’s
branch of the IRMS. Thus, ‘the vicious’ habit to applaud between parts of
symphonic cycles and even during the performance of solo compositions still
remained among music admirers. At A. Rubinshtein’s concert, the musical
observer who signed as “Student S. Sh. . .sky”, gave the following example:
“[. . .] a music fan in bast shoes [. . .], having heard something that reminded
him native sounds of Kamarinskaya, began to clap violently”.30 This fact is
rather conspicuous and shows the level of culture of separate representatives
from among the public who visited concerts of academic music.
At the same time the very appearance of “the music fan in bast shoes” at
A. Rubinshtein’s concert is the argument in favour of essential democratisa-
tion of public. Considerable privileges were given to a social class which was




30“Music Note”, in: The Kharkov provincial gazette, 1871, 25 February. Signed: Student
S. Sh-sky.
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treated by musical aesthetes with barefaced irony; the taste of such listeners
for high art was also underestimated. However Slatin also will be guided by
this wide audience when organising concert work of IRMS branch and that
will become one of the basic moments of success of musical enlightenment.
The fragments of the review mentioned above concern the beginning of
1871, significant on the way of formation of stable audience, and also – sys-
tematic musical-educational work of Kharkov branch of the IRMS. Subse-
quently the press began to play more and more essential role in this process.
Concert posters, detailed reviews of concerts, musical notes, many of which
were pseudonymous and sometimes anonymous, more often appeared on
pages of the local periodical press.
Musical observers quite often plunged into long reflections concerning the
artist’s destination in the society, their uneasy mutual relations with the
public, the role of musical art in spiritual development of the population.
That is what the author of the review quoted above writes, for example,
about a ‘musician-virtuoso’:
it seems to me that the direct destination of the musician-virtuoso
is to clean and develop taste of public, giving it original idea about
works of well-known composers. That is why the musician-virtuoso,
besides maximum perfection of the technical aspect of playing, should,
first, feel deeply the idea of the composer, whose works he performs,
and, secondly, choose for concerts the pieces answering the purpose
to develop taste of the public.31
We should note that the musical critic was, possibly, an ordinary (though
educated) listener. His requirements to programs of touring performers were
high.
Rather frequent for those times diversity and heterogeneity of the reper-
toire, as a rule, were caused by mosaicity of aesthetic tastes of the audience.
Along with classical compositions and music of romanticists, pieces of doubt-
ful artistic value – the potpourri, fantasias on themes of known operas and
operettas sounded. The reason for that was simple enough. According to
the same reviewer, the performer, as well as any ordinary mortal, eats daily
bread and that is why he has to give aesthetic satisfaction to that part of




On pages of the city periodical press there was a struggle for the listener,
for the development of their musical tastes by all accessible methods. They
condemned those guest performers whose repertoire included, mainly, plays
of this sort (for example, the Polish pianist Apolinary Kątsky popular in
due time). Difference between entertaining music and music belonging to
the original art was indefatigably underlined. The thought on the prior-
ity of concerts of serious music over performances, on which “flat music of
[Jacques] Offenbach’s operettas” sounded, was instilled. More and more
attention of critics was paid to the description of purely professional as-
pect of the performance. Reviewers began to concentrate their attention on
the problems of articulation, tempo, nuances, etc. All that aimed listeners
at the attentive attitude to technical and artistic details, and, finally – at
understanding of entire performing interpretations. Such a professional ap-
proach to the coverage of concert life, undoubtedly, stimulated its dynamics,
promoted education and audience expansion.
It is significant that observers did not get tired to complain about ‘ill-
matched’ composition of public:
Among listeners there were both art connoisseurs and modest admir-
ers, amateurs and those who are fond of music noise. The performer
has fascinated to distraction not only experts and jury votaries of
art, but also all and sundry, there was loud and sincere applause;
highly fine is accessible to each feeling, to each more or less developed
understanding,
was marked in the report on N[ikolay] Rubinshtein’s concert.32 To overcome
this “ill-matching”, to raise the standard of aesthetic taste, and at the same
time not to alienate the mass listener from concerts of serious music, this
was the problem which Kharkov musicians-devotees were facing at that time,
it was management of the second branch of the IRMS who were to solve it.
But this is the theme of the following article.
32“Musical chronicle”, in: The Kharkov provincial gazette. The special appendix. 1871,
3 April. Signed: 14. 16.
